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Johnny Law(less) Lead singer / guitar 
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Michael Joseph Calder Bass Guitar / Backing vocals  
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TECHNICAL RIDER AND STAGE PLAN 
Below is a list of our technical specifications. We designed this rider for optimum effectiveness on the day 

of the show. 

 

 

FRONT-OF-HOUSE SYSTEM 
The venue is expected to have their own sound engineer and a well sized PA system.  

We do not provide our own, and not responsible for PA hire. 

 

 

INTRO MUSIC 

 We will supply this on USB or smart phone, so please ensure you have the correct equipment needed. 

 The intro needs to be played at the start of the show and needs to be as loud as the band level. 

 

 

. SPECIAL REQUESTS AND REQUIREMENTS  
 The stage needs to be kept drinks free. (Audience members must not be allowed to use the stage as a 

bar)   

 Leads and cables should not be laid across the performance area of the stage.  

 Leads and cables must be taped down and not cause a trip hazard.  

 We will consider sharing gear upon request.  

 Support bands must setup in front of us without moving any of our equipment. 

 

 

 

STAGE PERFORMANCE 

 A petrol driven chainsaw prop is used onstage for "Chainsaw Charlie". 

 (Chain has been removed for safety reasons). 

 Our smoke machine is a American DJ Fog Fury Jett. 
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      STAGE PLAN 

 

     

 
STAGE PLAN NOTES 
 Depending on set length, and optimise change over times if multiple band show, the lead singer will use 

his own custom microphone stand and microphone. 

 DI to desk will be needed for lead guitar to control looper pedal from pedal board. 
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 The Fog Fury Jett from American DJ is a high velocity vertical Fog Machine that mixes colour into the 

fog from 12x 3-Watt RGBA LEDs.  With new advances in ADJ's heater technology, the Fog Fury Jett 

produces a dry even blast of fog over 25 feet (7 meters) in the air. It has a special heating element 

design that uses an oil type transmission throughout the pipeline to prevent clogging. It is also equipped 

with a high performance Italian pump system for optimum output. ADJ's Electronic Thermo Sensing 

(ETS) technology is on-board to maintain optimum heat levels with no warm-up time required between 

fog blasts. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dln9rZ-Tu4 

 

 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 


